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In May 1998, the members of the L0pht Heavy Industries hacker collective sat before a U.S.
Senate panel to warn the nation and the world about the inherent insecurity of software. Since
then, software has become even more ubiquitous in our daily lives, controlling the devices and
applications that are the lifeblood of modern commerce, the digital economy, and our critical
infrastructure. As a result, cyberattacks are more far-reaching and consequential than we could
have imagined 20 years ago — or even 12 years ago, when myself and fellow L0pht member
Christien Rioux founded Veracode.
Yet, despite the promising, and necessary, growth in application security testing over that time,
applications are no more secure today than they were a decade ago. Over the past year, our
scans of thousands of applications and billions of lines of code found a widespread weakness in
applications — a top target of cyberattackers. Three in every four applications had at least one
vulnerability on initial scan, and 12% of applications had a high or very high severity vulnerability
on initial scan. Less than a third of applications passed OWASP policy on the initial scan. And as
the security skills gap grows, we’re seeing the same coding errors cropping up at similar rates,
year after year. These discouraging statistics actually represent an optimistic view, because so
many applications are not being assessed for security at all. If that weren’t concerning enough,
the stakes continue to rise.
This edition of the State of Software Security report comes at a crucial moment in history. The
unprecedented cyberattacks on elections in the U.S. and other democracies over the past year
demonstrate that our most critical systems and the very foundation of our society are in the
cross-hairs. Global cyberattacks on a massive scale, such as the WannaCry and Petya ransomware
attacks, have brought our past warnings to reality. The earlier predictions of cyberattacks knocking
out electric utilities have proved to be not just possible, but increasingly likely. And the threat of
a cyberwar between nation states, potentially with damages similar to wars fought with kinetic
weapons, gets closer with every provocation. This should create a sense of urgency to finally tackle
the problem of insecure software. Yet, conventional wisdom in security circles has drifted away from
prevention in recent years towards detection and response. A reactive approach would utterly fail
to stop the destruction of the WannaCry and Petya attacks. And it will fail more tragically in the face

We’re seeing the
same coding
errors cropping
up at similar rates,
year after year.

of the more powerful destructive attacks we’re likely to see in the future. Clearly, as I spoke about
20 years ago to the U.S. Senate, prevention should be the main answer.
This report is intended to further our goal of securing the world’s software, by sharing the uniquely
vast and diverse data we are able to analyze within our cloud-based platform. What’s so valuable
about the State of Software Security report is that we can plot trends over time, benchmark
performance, and identify best practices. With the richness and broad scope of the data in this
report, you can draw your own conclusions and take away lessons to improve your own application
security program — whether you’re looking to take another step up in your security posture, or
taking your first step in the right direction.

Safe coding everyone.
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Executive Summary
Vulnerabilities
continue to crop
up in previously
untested software
at alarming rates.

77% of apps
had at least one
vulnerability on
initial scan.

The top 10 list
of most common
vulnerability
categories in
2017 is strikingly
similar to 2016.

Information leakage
was again the most prevalent,
present in 66% of apps on initial scan.

Organizations wisely prioritize the most dangerous vulnerabilities first.
The fix rate of high and very high severity vulnerabilities (37%) was about twice the overall fix rate (19%).

Government organizations
continue to underperform
Even the most
severe flaws take
a long time to fix.
Only 14% of very
high severity flaws
were closed in 30
days or less.

Application
security (AppSec)
testing makes
a difference.
OWASP pass
rate improved
by 13% from first
scan to last scan.

those in other industries and had
the highest prevalence of highly
exploitable vulnerabilities like

Most open source components remain
unpatched once they’re built into software.

88% of Java applications
had at least one flaw in a component.

cross-site scripting

(49%)

and SQL injection

(32%)

Developer training
has an essential
role in reducing
flaws. eLearning
improved
developer fix
rates by 19%;
remediation
coaching improved
fix rates by 88%.

Operations has to play a role in
securing production applications.
25% of sites were running on web
servers containing at least one
high-severity vulnerability.

DevOps accelerates
AppSec’s incremental gains.
Long-running
programs perform
best. Programs
that have been
around for 10
years had a 35%
better OWASP
pass rate than
programs in place
for a year or less.

DevOps organizations that tested
frequently with sandbox scanning
had a 48% better fix rate than those
doing policy-only scanning.
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Introduction To The Report
eracode presents the eighth volume of the
State of Software Security (SOSS) report,
the application security industry’s most
comprehensive review of application testing
data. The metrics presented here are based

T HE D ATA
Data for the State of
Software Security 2017
report is derived from scans

on real application risk postures, drawn from

conducted by Veracode’s

code-level analysis of nearly 250 billion lines of code

base of 1,400+ customers,

across 400,000 assessments performed over a period
of 12 months between April 1, 2016, and March 31, 2017.

over the 12 month period
from April 1, 2016, to
March 31, 2017.

Our goal is to provide security practitioners with solid
application security benchmarks to measure their own
programs against. This year’s report is bigger and
better than ever. Our analysis

Deep analysis of our
scan data creates
a clear picture of
application risk.

goes deeper into data around
software risk throughout the
entire software development
lifecycle. This includes
information about the security
pass rate of applications
before and after remediation,
the effect long-term security

programs have upon that rate, the average fix rate, and
the vulnerability close rate, as well as the statistical mix

K E Y S TAT S

400,000
Total scans

250 billion
Lines of code
scanned

12.8 million
Flaws found

10.9 million
Flaws fixed

of common vulnerability types found in applications
before and after remediation. In particular, we bulked
up our analysis around how effectively organizations
are prioritizing the most severe vulnerabilities and how
quickly they’re addressing these flaws.
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Also new this year is some additional contextual
survey data to better explain statistics collected
from customer activity.

C ON T E N T S

While our anonymized statistics from customer testing have always
provided a useful lens for exploration in our SOSS reports over the years,
they’ve got their limits. They tell us what software security looks like at the
beginning, middle, and end of testing. But they don’t really offer us a ton
of context about the hows or whys of the problems. And they’re not able
to provide even nominal clues that could help us understand how many
applications haven’t even entered the AppSec pipeline yet.

EXECUTIVE
S U M M A RY
INTRODUCTION
TO T H E R E P O R T

For that reason, we invested in a number of probing surveys over the
course of the past year to get into the heads of today’s developers to
understand the habits, motivations, and job expectations that impact
the security of their code. The statistics from these added studies will
hopefully provide an additional richness of context to the scanning
data we’re sharing in this year’s report.
The addition of this survey data and the deeper analysis of our
long-running SOSS statistics come together to create the clearest
picture we’ve ever composed about the state of software security.

S TAT E O F S O F T WA R E
S E C U R IT Y — T H E B I G
PICTURE
T H E R AW S TAT E
OF UNTESTED
S O F T WA R E
T H E P O S IT I V E
I M PAC T O F A P P S E C
PROGRAMS
PEOPLE PROBLEMS
B E H I N D S O F T WA R E
I N S E C U R IT Y
DIVING DEEPER
I N TO S O S S T R E N D S
A P P L I C AT I O N
R I S K BY I N D U S T RY
LESSONS LEARNED
APPENDIX
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State Of Software Security —
The Big Picture
What is the overall state of software security?
If there’s one overwhelming trend that weaves its way through this
year’s statistics, it is that we haven’t reached peak AppSec yet.
In the good news-bad news dichotomy, the good news is that there are a number of maturing
programs that are making steady progress on their vulnerability flaw density. The less
palatable news is that these maturing programs are still in the minority of organizations both
small and large, and even the most mature programs still have plenty of room to improve their
application risk posture.
When looking at the overall fix rate, we see that from first scan to latest scan over our
year-long collection period, organizations are making statistical headway in the density
of flaws per MB of code.

OV E R A L L F I X R AT E
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F L AWS C LO S E D VS . O P E N
Additionally, when examining flaws found over the course of calendar
year 2016, we saw that our customers closed more than half of them
57.6%

42.4%

(58%) by the end of 2016.

C LO S E D F L AWS Days to Close
The speed at which organizations close flaws varies,

15.88%

but the bulk of closed flaws (49%) in 2016 took 90
5.42%
49.11%

9.59%

6.28%

days or longer to close. Interestingly, the secondmost populous bucket of closed flaws were
those it took less than eight days to close (16%).
However, less than a third of closed flaws
(31%) were closed in 30 days or less.

13.73%

DAYS TO C LO S E F L AWS
Most importantly, when you take into account found flaws that
9.1%

remained open at the end of the measurement period (42%), only 29%

3.1%
5.5%
3.6%

42.4%

7.9%

of flaws were closed in less than 90 days, and 28% of flaws took
more than 90 days to close. Given that industry studies find that
most attackers are leveraging vulnerabilities within days of discovery,
this statistic shows that there’s a lot of work we still need to do in
order to improve our vulnerability remediation processes.

28.3%
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The Raw State Of Untested Software
Untested Software’s Consistent Inconsistency
When organizations first scan their applications for vulnerabilities,
they are bound to find flaws. Nevertheless, it’s been our hope that
in the better part of a decade that we’ve conducted research into
vulnerability prevalence we’d see at least a little bit of improvement
on the raw state of software before security scanning.
In theory, the growing awareness of security within the developer community should be
prodding the overall body of coders to improve their daily best practices. This in turn should
incrementally improve the initial pass rate of applications on the first security scan of any
given app, right? Unfortunately, the stats don’t bear that out.
As applications first underwent the scrutiny of software testing this year, approximately 70%
of them failed security testing when measured against major industry vulnerability standards.
We saw a little year-over-year fluctuation in first scan pass rate. OWASP pass rates, for
example, dropped by about eight percentage points from last year. This may be related to the
types of companies that are starting to scan in this report, with a substantial percentage of
retail, hospitality, and healthcare apps being scanned for the first time this year.
For the most part, though, the 70% failure rate is a consistent one that hasn’t budged much
in at least three years. The one silver lining to the trend line is that OWASP pass rates have
improved by a statistically significant number compared to our initial data set in 2010.

OWA S P TO P 1 0 P O L I CY PA S S R AT E
Percentage of
Applications Passing
on First Scan

69.8%

30.2%

61.4%

38.6%

67.7%

32.3%

13%

23%

87%

77%
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But overall, the state of security awareness within the developer community
remains such that the majority of developers are still making the same
security-related mistakes out of the gate as they did several years ago.

SQL INJECTION TREND
Percentage of Applications Affected

Take SQL injection (SQLi) — a
highly exploitable vulnerability,
which is well-known in security
circles. SQLi pops up at the start

32%

32%

29%

32.2%
27.6%

of scanning at a pretty consistent
rate over the past several years,
showing how developers continue
to introduce common flaws into
their code. In the past year, SQLi
saw a slight dip since 2016, but
the overall trend since 2011 didn’t
fluctuate very much.

INTERNALLY DEVELOPED VS. THIRD-PARTY (COMMERCIAL) APPLICATIONS
Applications Passing OWASP Top 10 Policy

35%
22.7%

65%

25.4%

in-house enterprise software,
61.1%

74.6%

37%
28%

of testing is true not only for

77.3%

38.9%

Poor performance at the start

but also commercial off-the-shelf
software. In fact, commercially
developed software tends to

63%

do worse than internally coded
applications upon first scan.

72%

Later in the report we’ll discuss in-depth some of the reasons pass rates remain
stagnant on previously untested software. But the short version is that a lack of
developer training in security makes testing and remediation of software a necessity,
rather than a nice-to-have.
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Getting Our Arms Around
How Many Apps Remain Untested

SAST VS. DAST

Through our experience with enterprise AppSec, we at Veracode know
implicitly that there remains a vast swath of applications in use today
that have never been tested or scrutinized for security flaws in any way.
Exactly how many applications have never been tested is a mystery,
ESG Research and Wakefield Research.

S TAT I C A N A LYS I S
S E C U R IT Y T E S T I N G
(SA S T )

When mulling over the numbers from these surveys, it’s important to

Examines code statically in

recognize that they don’t show how many organizations are doing both

a non-runtime environment.

but we get some clues based on surveys we sponsored this year by

static and dynamic testing, or neither type of testing. Still, while there
are 64% and 52% of organizations that do some kind of dynamic or static
testing, respectively, these organizations don’t necessarily test all of their
apps. Most IT pros surveyed admit to having released code at some point
without testing or resolving security issues. Furthermore, as we’ll discuss

DY N A M I C A N A LYS I S
S E C U R IT Y T E S T I N G
(DA S T )

later in the report, many applications that are scanned are only scanned

Examines the application

once — the median number of scans per application over the past year

dynamically in a runtime

was just two.

environment, either live
or in a pre-production

Disconcertingly, testing also remains largely disconnected from the

environment.

developer’s normal daily workflow. As a result, fixes that would be simple
to make while the developer is still working on a particular component

Static and dynamic analysis

turn into costlier rework when they need to backtrack later on.

offer different strengths
at unearthing different

H OW M A N Y A P P S A R E N ’ T B E I N G T E S T E D?

kinds of vulnerabilities.
For example, dynamic

83%
36 %

of organizations
don’t run any
kind of

SAST

or don’t know
if they do

48%

of organizations
don’t run any
kind of

of organizations
have released
code before
testing or
resolving
security issues

testing may be better at
picking up deployment
configuration flaws, while
static testing might find SQL
injection flaws more easily.
The point is that neither
test alone is sufficient for
application security.

DAST

or don’t know
if they do
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Untested Software and Breach Risk
We’ll soon delve into greater detail about how the combination of testing and programmatic
remediation efforts can improve the state of security within software. But first, let’s continue
to look at the performance data we have from initial scans, because it offers a window into
how vulnerable untested applications are to a breach. If you aren’t testing for security,
these are the top 10 types of vulnerabilities that are inevitably lurking in your applications.

TO P 1 0 V U L N E R A B I L IT Y C AT E G O R I E S
Percentage of Applications With a Vulnerability on Initial Scan

56.2%
53.1%

42.2%
40.9%
42%
40.3%
43.7%
39.4%
27.6%
25.2%
23.1%

65.8%
64.9%
61.5%
61.7%

72.1%

48.2%
49.3%

49.6%

32.2%

We found that the same 10 vulnerability categories from 2016 were again in the top 10 in 2017,
with very little movement in the prevalence ranking. Most categories in the top 10 saw a slight
drop in prevalence from last year, except for credentials management, which ticked up slightly
(41% in 2016 to 42% in 2017). This consistency in our data continues even as new customers
come aboard. We already showed the static nature of the incidence in SQL injection
flaws upon first scan. This consistency is found in other flaw categories as well.

CO N S I S T E N CY OV E R T I M E
Percentage of Applications Affected
So how does this vulnerability

72.1%
66%
54%
49%

65.8%

65%
57%

56%
49%

49%

47%

prevalence translate to risk
of breaches? We may not have

53.1%
48.2%

one-to-one risk breakdowns
for how likely each type of flaw

49.3%
42.2%

is to be exploited in an attack.
But all of these vulnerabilities

25%

25%

25.2%
14.5%

23.1%

have been connected to at least
one high-profile breach or attack
discovery over the past year.
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A Closer Look at the Top 10 Vulnerabilities
INF OR M AT ION L E A K A GE

Recent Breach Example

These are flaws that allow the application to reveal sensitive data about

Content delivery

the application, environment, or user that could be leveraged by an

network vendor Cloudflare put

attacker to hone future attacks against the application.

millions of websites at risk with
2017 Rank: 1

an information leakage flaw in its

I N F O R M AT I O N L E A K AG E T R E N D

software that potentially exposed

Percentage of Applications Affected

sensitive data like passwords,
cookies, and authentication

72.1%
66%

65%

65.8%
56%

cookies for random customers
over a five-month period. The
vulnerability was in a Cloudflare
HTML parser designed for
improving website performance,
and at its worst, it was exposing
one in every 3.3 million HTTP
requests, which equaled as much
as 120,000 leakages per piece of
exposed data in a single day.

C R Y P T OGR A P HIC IS S UE S
This includes a number of risky cryptographic practices, including using

Recent Breach Example

broken crypto algorithms, improperly validating certificates, storing sensitive

A mysterious hacktivist
leaked The Panama Papers —

information in cleartext, and employing inadequate encryption strength.

11.5 million files and 2.6 TB
2017 Rank: 2

of secret data stolen from

C RY P TO G R A P H I C I S S U E S T R E N D

Panamanian law firm Mossack

Percentage of Applications Affected

Fonseca — exposing tax
avoidance by its powerful clients.
64.9%
53%

55%

58%

61.5%

This breach was likely made
possible by the fact that the firm’s
customer-facing website used
an old version of SSL that was
vulnerable to the DROWN attack.
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C ODE QU A L I T Y
These are sloppy issues in code quality that could eventually impact the

Recent Breach Example
A zero-day attack

security of the application. Some examples include improper resource
shutdown or release, leftover debug code, and using the wrong operator

dubbed DoubleAgent took

when comparing strings.

advantage of an undocumented
capability left over in a runtime

2017 Rank: 3

verification tool in Windows.

CO D E Q UA L IT Y T R E N D

Called Microsoft Application

Percentage of Applications Affected

Verifier, the security tool left
63%

open the capability to replace its

61.7%

56.7%

56.2%
50.6%

standard verification execution
with a custom verifier that
essentially can be injected into
any application to give an attacker
full remote code execution.

C R L F IN JE C T ION
This includes any vulnerability that enables any kind of Carriage Return

Recent Breach Example

Line Feed (CRLF) injection attack. Included here are flaws involving

Earlier this year a

improper output neutralization for logs and improper neutralization

researcher discovered a new

of CRLF in HTTP headers.

attack that can “punch holes
through firewalls” using Java and

2017 Rank: 4

Python applications that don’t

CRLF INJECTION TREND

properly filter CRLF. The new

Percentage of Applications Affected

attack method shows that bad
guys fool these applications into
54%

57%
49%

running rogue FTP connections by

53.1%
48.2%

using maliciously crafted URLs to
trigger unauthorized commands.
The attack can be carried out
even when Java applets are
disabled as long as a user visits
a malicious website when Java
is installed on the machine.
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DIR E C T OR Y T R AV E R S A L
These are flaws that open up the possibility of attacks that give malicious
actors the capability to gain unauthorized access to restricted directories

Recent Breach Example
A security researcher
found that a directory traversal

and files.

flaw in an Internet of Things
2017 Rank: 5

(IoT) device could potentially be

D I R E C TO RY T R AV E R SA L T R E N D

opening the door to breaches

Percentage of Applications Affected

in hospital networks. The flaw
is in, of all things, an Ethernet49%

49%

47%

49.3%

connected dishwasher. The
42.2%

model is one frequently used by
hospitals, and an embedded web
server linked to the model puts
it at risk of a directory traversal
attack that could be used as a
foothold for lateral attacks into
the network.

C R E DE N T I A L S M A N A GE ME N T
These are errors in the handling of user credentials that can enable

Recent Breach Example

attackers to bypass access controls. Some of the most common errors

Twitter, Netflix, GitHub,

include hard-coded passwords and plaintext passwords in config files

and other big websites were

and elsewhere.

knocked offline by a massive
distributed denial of service

2017 Rank: 6

(DDoS) attack on Dyn, the Domain

C R E D E N T I A L S M A N AG E M E N T T R E N D

Name System services provider

Percentage of Applications Affected

for those sites. The DDoS attack
came from an enormous botnet
40.9%

42%

of hijacked IoT devices infected
by Mirai, a malware that targets
IoT devices that use hardcoded

27%

26%

25%

passwords.
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C R O S S - S I T E S C R IP T ING ( XS S)
These are vulnerabilities that give attackers the capability to inject clientside scripts into the application, potentially bypassing security controls in

Recent Breach Example
In 2014, and again in
2017, cybercriminals exploited a

the process.

persistent XSS vulnerability in the
eBay website to embed malicious

C R O S S - S IT E S C R I P T I N G T R E N D

JavaScript in legitimate listings,

Percentage of Applications Affected

2017 Rank: 7

68%

redirecting them to spoofed

67%

eBay login pages. This flaw made
phishing attempts to hijack eBay
47%

accounts far more effective than

49.6%
40.3%

usual, setting off a cascade of
costly fraudulent activity on the
auction site.

INS UF F IC IE N T INP U T VA L ID AT ION
Tainted input is the root cause of many security headaches. This category

Recent Breach Example

includes a number of input validation flaws that open up the application

The stunningly effective

to malformed input that can cause security issues. This includes

WannaCry ransomware was swift

vulnerabilities involving open redirect and unsafe reflection.

in its spread. Within a week, the
blackmail worm had spread to 150

2017 Rank: 8

countries and 200,000 systems,

I N S U F F I C I E N T I N P U T VA L I DAT I O N T R E N D

wreaking havoc along the way.

Percentage of Applications Affected

Businesses and individuals were
attacked with impunity, and some

43.7%

43%
37%

39.4%

researchers believed the costs of
business interruption caused by the
attack added up to over $8 billion.

24%

All of the damage was made
possible by an input validation
error in a transport protocol used
by Windows machines called
Server Message Block (SMB).
Attackers took advantage of the
flaw using an attack tool stolen
directly from the NSA.
State of Software Security 2017 | 15

S Q L IN JE C T ION

Recent Breach Example

One of the most severe categories of this group, these are any

Hacked emails played

vulnerabilities that allow the attacker to gain unauthorized access

a big role in the 2016 U.S.

to a back-end database by using maliciously crafted input.

presidential campaign. But voter
2017 Rank: 9

databases in dozens of U.S.

SQL INJECTION TREND

states were compromised by a

Percentage of Applications Affected

nation state, according to the FBI.
Most notable was an attack by
nation-state actors who breached
32%

32%

29%

a voter database in Illinois via

32.2%
27.6%

none other than a SQL injection
and downloaded information on
200,000 voters in the process.

E NC A P S UL AT ION
These vulnerabilities involve code that doesn’t sufficiently encapsulate

Recent Breach Example

critical data or functionality. This includes trust boundary violations,

A ransomware attack
against the San Francisco

protection mechanism failures, and deserialization of untrusted data.

Metropolitan Transit Agency’s
2017 Rank: 10

Municipal Rail (MUNI to locals)

E N C A P S U L AT I O N T R E N D

demanded $73,000 in ransom

Percentage of Applications Affected

from the transit authority. The
attacker likely exploited a Java
deserialization flaw that had
been patchable for over a year.
25%

25.2%

25%

23.1%

Fortunately, MUNI officials were
able to restore systems from

14.5%

backups and didn’t have to
pay the ransom to get systems
running again.
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The Positive Impact
Of Appsec Programs
Incrementally Improving Software Security Through
AppSec Programs
The data on previously untested software makes a good case for regular testing and
remediation of flaws. But initial scan data is only one element of assessing the risk readiness
of an organization. Those in our sample set making the initial scan are taking only their first
step in an ongoing process.
So what does that progress look like? The best one-word description is “incremental.”
Over the course of a year, we see that the overall body of applications saw a statistically
significant improvement in pass rate at the latest scan as compared to the initial scan pass rate.

OWA S P TO P 1 0 P O L I CY PA S S R AT E : F I R S T S C A N VS . L AT E S T S C A N

34.1%

30.2%

65.9%

69.8%

During the period covered by this report, the pass rate improved from 30.2% on initial scan
to 34.1% in the latest scan (a four-percentage point difference, but a 13% improvement rate).
In other words, simply putting an application testing program in place can help an organization
start chipping away at its flaws. This is further backed up by declining prevalence of the top 10
vulnerabilities in rescanned applications.
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I M P R OV E M E N T I N TO P 1 0 V U L N E R A B I L IT I E S O N R E S C A N

Some of the categories with the biggest decrease between initial scan and rescan were SQL
injection (18% reduction in flaw incidence), encapsulation (17% reduction), and cross-site
scripting (13% reduction). Not every category saw an improvement when we compared first
scan to rescan — some saw small bumps upward in flaw incidence. There are a number of
reasons for this — for example, the remediation process for other flaws could have potentially
introduced other vulnerabilities elsewhere. However, across all of the top 10 vulnerability
categories, our customers overall seem to have made progress by way of a 6% reduction
in incidence of these vulnerability categories.
What matters most, however, is what kind of flaws make it into production, rather than how
many of these flaws exist while the application is still in development and QA. This year we
compared the incidence of the most common vulnerability types in both deployed applications
and applications still in development. We did this by analyzing dynamic testing conducted
on applications in a production environment versus those scanned in a pre-production
environment behind a firewall.

V U L N E R A B I L IT Y R AT E S I N D E V E LO P M E N T VS . P R O D U C T I O N

74%
41%
27%

1%

6%
6%
7%
4%
6%
4%
7%

21%
10%
18%
16%

55%
54%

69%

81%
79%

41%
41%

1%
2%
1%
3%
1%
1%
1%
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The positive story here is that, for more than half the categories,
organizations are making significant headway on reducing flaws in
applications once they are deployed to production. The troubling element
is that other significant categories go unchanged or even increase in
prevalence in production. This could confirm the common complaint we
hear from security teams that it is difficult for them to funnel requirements
back into development once an application goes live. Frequently there’s no
active development team tasked with updating the application, meaning
these flaws in production languish. Additionally, we’ve already noted that
dynamic testing tends to dredge up different types of flaws. Dynamic
testing also doesn’t give developers the same code-level information
that static testing provides, contributing to a longer remediation process.
The small overall gains in vulnerability prevalence in 2017 illustrate
what veterans in the application security world have warned their bosses
about for years now: It takes a while to get to OWASP compliance. This
is no trivial effort. However, slow and steady progress can be maintained
if organizations stick with it. Organizations that have been testing with
Veracode since 2007 have a 35% better all-time OWASP Top 10 pass

Organizations that
have been testing
for 10 years had a
35% better all-time
pass rate than those
testing for a year
or less.

rate versus those who just started scanning this year (10-year programs
had a pass rate of 43% vs. 32% for first-year programs).

A P P L I C AT I O N S E C U R IT Y P R O G R A M M AT U R IT Y
OWASP Top 10 Pass Rate (All Time)
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33.9%
34.2%
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67%
68.4%

28.9%

71.1%

30%

70%

31.9%

68.1%
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What Gets Fixed vs. What Really Matters
Overall pass rate improvement paints a basic picture of the state of software security. But ultimately, successful
vulnerability management is all about prioritizing remediation based on risk. As such, we took a deep dive into
the data that offers us a look at how well organizations are fixing the highest severity flaws.

F I X R AT E O F V E RY H I G H / H I G H S E V E R IT Y V U L N E R A B I L IT I E S
CO M PA R E D W IT H OV E R A L L F I X R AT E
Flaw Density — First Scan

The numbers are quite promising.
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vulnerabilities (37%) to the
overall fix rate (19%), we see that
organizations are reducing the
most severe flaws at about twice
the overall fix rate.

Flaws/MB

A P P L I C AT I O N S W IT H AT L E A S T O N E V U L N E R A B I L IT Y
Percentage of Applications

Slicing the numbers a different
way, we find close to 77% of
applications have at least one
vulnerability (of any severity) on
both initial scan and latest scan.
It’s pretty obvious what’s going on

76.5%

with this lack of change: There’s

76.6%

simply not enough bandwidth
in IT to stamp out every single
flaw within any given application.
11.7%

8.6%

But rooting out high or very
high vulnerabilities is definitely a
worthy and often reachable goal,
according to our statistics.

Comparing applications with at least one high or very high flaw at both initial
scan and latest scan, we see that our customers made progress over the past year.
The number of applications with high or very high severity vulnerabilities decreased
by 26% between first and most recent scan.
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Interestingly, though, the ratio of closed vs. open vulnerabilities in 2017 didn’t track cleanly to
the severity level of vulnerabilities.

CO M PA R I N G C LO S E R AT E O F V U L N E R A B I L IT I E S BY S E V E R IT Y

58%

42%

61%

39%

61%

39%

53%

47%

72%

28%

31%

69%

In other words, we did not find that organizations closed a higher percentage of the most severe
vulnerabilities. Instead, the highest percentage of vulnerabilities closed were very low, the next
most closed vulnerability severity were high and medium flaws, followed then by very high flaws
and then low severity flaws. Informational flaws, which do not affect the overall security of an
application but may indicate some underlying problem that requires more investigation, were
closed at the lowest rate.
Similarly, when you look at the time it took to close flaws by severity, the highest vulnerabilities
were not necessarily closed the most quickly. Very high severity flaws tended to take the
longest to close, with 62% of closed very high severity flaws taking longer than 90 days to close,
72% taking longer than 46 days to close, and 76% taking longer than 30 days to close.

CO M PA R I N G DAYS TO C LO S E F L AWS BY S E V E R IT Y Percentage of Closed Flaws
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13.45%

4.08%

6.71%

3.73%
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20.96%

6.16%
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5.51%

13.95%
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Medium
16.6%

5.69%

9.66%

6.52%

13.75%
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Low
14.03%

4.78% 9.29%

5.66%

13.05%
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11.76%
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8.02%

4.81% 11.76%
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7.98%

4.15%
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8.86%

23.53%
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There are a number of explanations for this phenomenon. One is that many very high
vulnerability flaws are also likely to be architectural flaws that are the thorniest to fix at the end
of the development process or in production. Additionally, when we talk about prioritizing risk,
we must not only account for the severity of the flaw but the business value of the application
at risk. Some organizations could also be potentially prioritizing a bigger chunk of high and
medium flaws within higher value or more sensitive applications, compared to very high
vulnerabilities in less sensitive applications.

Mitigation Reasons
Sometimes not all vulnerabilities closed are “fixed” but are rather closed through mitigation.
To understand why developers use mitigation to close flaws, rather than remediating flaws
with a code fix, we looked at the logs for mitigation comments by developers.
Developers don’t overwhelmingly reject static findings as false positives — they accept that the
static analysis may be finding something. However, often developers have disagreements with static
analysis based on different assumptions about how trustworthy their inputs are (e.g., databases and
file stores). Other common points of friction include whether input from a third-party component
may be trusted and whether functionality designed to be internal can be attacked.

D E V E LO P E R M IT I G AT I O N R E A S O N S

Design — 72%
False Positive — 25%
OS Environment — 2%
Network Environment — 1%
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The DevOps Effect
Folding security into the DevOps ethos of incrementally improving software in smaller, faster builds
gets the AppSec world closer to its most cherished goal: fixing flaws earlier in the development
process. Increasingly, our data shows a shift towards the adoption of DevSecOps practices.
Scan frequency is a good litmus test for DevSecOps adoption. Infrequent testing likely
indicates an organization scanning once or twice as an assurance gate at the end of a
Waterfall development process. Meanwhile, very frequent application scans are a sign that
an organization is engaging in Agile or DevOps software delivery patterns, where security is
tested and refined while the developer works on features and other functional requirements.
The data we examined for this edition of SOSS indicates that most of our customers are
scanning applications more frequently. Overall, the data shows applications scanned 12 or
more times per year (or, monthly on average) rose in prevalence.
In particular, the ratio of applications scanned only once or twice a year shrank the most noticeably.
While the ratio of applications scanned quarterly remained relatively flat, the percentage of
applications scanned on a weekly basis showed the biggest gains compared to last year (with a
relative increase of 50% year-over-year). While this is a bit of speculation, this could potentially show
a move by those scanning once or twice per year moving up to a quarterly cadence, while those
scanning quarterly shifted up to monthly, every other week, or weekly scanning.

S C A N F R E Q U E N CY
38.5%
36.5%

15.2%
14.2%
9%

10.6% 11.1%
8.3%
5.7%5.4% 4.3%
4.1% 3.3%

7%
3%

7.7%
4%

6%
1.6%

2.2%

1.4%
0.8%

Clearly, the percentage of applications only scanned a handful of times per year still makes up the
bulk of applications tested (72% were scanned one to six times, and 37% were scanned just once
in a year). The median number of scans across all of the applications inspected by Veracode tests
didn’t budge — it stood fast at two scans per year. However, the organizations that are scanning
more frequently are increasing the velocity of their cadence dramatically, with the mean number
of scans per application shooting up from 7.9 in last year’s report to 10.6 this year.
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S C A N S P E R A P P L I C AT I O N
All of these gains in scan frequency are translating to
measurable gains in the overall security of the software
undergoing more regular scrutiny. There’s no definitive set
of numbers in our SOSS data that ties the iterative DevOps
practices back to improved fix rates, but what we do have is
very promising.
In addition to the on-the-record “policy scans” that are
used to track compliance of software prior to release,
the Veracode Platform offers what we call “sandbox”
assessments. These sandbox scans aren’t tied to
compliance metrics, and their output is private to the
developer, who can scan their code as many times in
the sandbox as they want. They’re available so developers can test unfinished code early in the process without
worrying about security staffers knocking on their door when early numbers don’t meet compliance benchmarks.
What we’ve found is that when organizations take advantage of sandbox testing, scan frequency increases, and
the reductions in flaw density are striking.

SA N D B OX S C A N N I N G I M PAC T O N F I X R AT E
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only do policy scans translates
to a 48.2% better fix rate when

16.4%

comparing flaw density changes
from first scan to latest scan.

45

Flaws/MB

C A S E S T UD Y:

T HE DE V OP S E F F E C T

Anecdotally we have seen the relationship between more frequent scanning and improved
application security play out dramatically. For instance, one financial services software company
increased its scan rate by 70% in a four-month period. In that same time, it managed to reduce
the number of flaws reported within its software by 45%.
In another case, a software company started focusing on more frequent scans as part of an effort
to integrate security into their continuous delivery software pipeline. Over the course of six months,
the firm grew the scanning frequency by 17.6% month-over-month. As a result, the company increased
the number of flaws fixed by 43.3% month-over-month.
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People Problems
Behind Software Insecurity
Why Is AppSec Still a Niche Discipline?
It’s time to put the lazy developer trope to bed. It may be easy for
cybersecurity pros to blame AppSec woes on indifferent, uncaring, or
slothful coders, but this hardly paints an accurate picture of what’s really
going on. And what’s more, setting up this kind of adversarial dichotomy
is hurting the security community’s efforts to reach out to those closest

DE V E L OP E R S D ON ’ T
GE T T HE T R A INING
T HE Y NE E D

to the development process.
The fact of the matter is that developers really do value security.
According to the previously mentioned survey we conducted with ESG,
62% of respondents said AppSec is very important to their development
teams. Yet security may not be what developers’ bosses measure their
performance on — just 18% in that same survey said security was the
most important metric for measuring developers’ performance. What’s
more, security education and ongoing training are not keeping up with

86%

of IT pros say
their orgs don’t
spend enough on
AppSec training.

the demand for secure coding skills. Veracode recently sponsored the
2017 DevSecOps Global Skills Survey from DevOps.com and found that
less than one in four developers or other IT pros were required to take
a single college course on security. Meanwhile, once developers get on
the job, employers aren’t advancing their security training options, either.
Approximately 68% of developers and IT pros say their organizations

76%

say they weren’t
required to take a
course in security
while in college.

don’t provide them adequate training in application security.
Despite the lack of resources for developers to boost their security skills,
we’ve seen in our scanning data how additional developer resources
can impact developers’ efficiency at fixing vulnerabilities. We’ve already
discussed the effects of increased sandbox scanning on fix rates,
but providing continuing education for developers on security topics

68%

say their
organizations
don’t provide
adequate AppSec
training.

also makes a statistically proven improvement in how well developers
remediate flaws. When employers provide coders with opportunities
to learn about application security through eLearning subscriptions,
they stand to make a 19% improvement in fix rates.
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E L E A R N I N G I M PAC T O N F I X R AT E
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Another best practice is investment in remediation consulting. One of the big challenges with
security testing is that developers frequently misinterpret scan results or have a difficult time
planning the next steps for fixing a flaw once the results are made available. Organizations that
pick up consulting services that offer analysis and advice to developers alongside the scan
results show tremendous improvement in fix rates. The numbers this year show that remediation
consulting can contribute to a whopping 88% improvement in an organization’s fix rate.

R E M E D I AT I O N COAC H I N G I M PAC T O N F I X R AT E
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Clearly, if developers are given extra resources to accomplish their security goals,
they will make progress on the flaw density in their software.
The big question left here is, what about integration of security tools with software
development and delivery tools? The survey data we’ve collected in the past year has indicated
that this stands as a stumbling block for improving the rate of security scanning in development
shops. This year, we don’t have the data to tie integration efforts back to remediation efficacy.
But we’re thinking about this metric and working on the instrumentation to measure it for
future SOSS reports.
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Ops People Impact AppSec, Too
It’s also important to remember that developers are far from the only folks
responsible for the overall vulnerability of an application to attacks. That’s
the whole point of the DevOps movement. We’re all in this together in the
struggle to improve software security, and that means that operations
and other IT staffers play a big role in the process. That added dimension
of responsibility has its own pros and cons. On one side, operations and
IT staffers can help fix certain issues introduced by developers before
applications go into production. But on the other side, ops people can
introduce a host of other new problems into software.
For this year’s SOSS report, we took a look at the overall basic hygiene of
the production environments on which applications run. What we found
was that there were an alarming number of insecure servers running
production software today. Even if these applications were flawless,
they’d be vulnerable. We scraped this data by querying public-facing

25% of responding
sites were running
on web servers
containing at least
one vulnerability
with a CVSS score
of 6 or higher.

web applications on the companies’ perimeters and logging what kind of
messages servers responded with. These are the same kinds of responses
that web applications would return to any browser or interested party
requesting information from them — including malicious actors trolling
for information about their targets.
One obvious best practice to prevent this kind of information leakage is
to clean up server responses to hide all information about the server, or
at least strip the server operating system version number from responses.
Fortunately, about 37% of servers exhibited this kind of basic hygiene.
The problem is that the next most prevalent response was from a web
platform that’s been around since 2009.
In fact, our examination found that 18.7% of sites were operating
on web servers released a decade or more ago. And 25% of
responding sites were running on web servers containing
at least one vulnerability with a CVSS score of 6 or higher.
Additionally, over a quarter of all sites responded
with some sort of redirect, potentially
indicating the use of shadow IT
or sloppy IT practices.
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B A S I C H YG I E N E
Top Server Responses to Discovery Queries
In spite of these signs of sloppy
deployments that are putting
apps at risk, many operations
people are also making a
positive impact on software in
production. As we discussed in
the What Gets Fixed vs. What
Really Matters section of the
report, dynamic testing shows
that apps running in production
did slightly better than those
in pre-production. Digging
deeper into these numbers, we
uncovered that the categories
with the biggest difference
in vulnerability prevalence
between development/QA and
production were those that were
most likely under the control
of IT ops. So issues like easily
guessable passwords and the
wrong use of HTTP security
headers that can be tackled by
ops are likely to be shut down
before they go live.

P R O D U C T I O N F I X E S M O S T L I K E LY TO B E I M PAC T E D BY O P S
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Diving Deeper Into SOSS Trends
Open Source Component Risk
Once again we examined the security of open source software components this year as a part
of our SOSS analysis of Java applications. Though the results were slightly less dramatic than
last year, they were nevertheless damning. In fact, we found that 88% of Java applications had
at least one component-based vulnerability.

JAVA A P P L I C AT I O N S W IT H A V U L N E R A B L E CO M P O N E N T

12.4%

88% of Java applications
had at least one vulnerability
in a component.
87.6%

The crux of the issue appears to be that developers don’t patch components in production once
vulnerabilities are found and new versions of those components are released. In fact, according
to our surveys over the past year, only 28% of organizations do any kind of regular composition
analysis to understand which components are built into their applications. If more than two
in three organizations don’t even fully know which components they’re using, it’s not hard to
comprehend that so many of them remain unpatched.
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In examining the most common Java components with high severity vulnerabilities (greater
than a CVSS score of 6), we found quite a bit of turnover within the list from last year’s report.
But it had less to do with patching and more with component feature upgrades, as well as
newly found vulnerabilities that shook up the numbers.

TO P JAVA CO M P O N E N T S W IT H H I G H S E V E R IT Y V U L N E R A B I L IT I E S
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“Struts-Shock” and the San Francisco Muni Attack
This is no theoretical problem anymore, either. Flaw-riddled components took center stage
this past year as news broke of a number of high profile breaches caused by widespread
vulnerabilities in open source or commercial components, including two big ones we
analyzed. In March 2017, a number of high-profile targets got zapped by what we dubbed
the “Struts-Shock” flaw. This critical vulnerability in the Apache Struts 2 library enables
remote code execution (RCE) attacks using command injection, for which as many as 35 million
sites were vulnerable. All it takes is a well-crafted web request to trigger the vulnerable code.
The bad guys exploited the vulnerability in a range of victims’ applications, most notably
the Canada Revenue Agency and the University of Delaware, in a breach of records that
USA Today reported could cost the organization as much as $19 million.
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Percentage of Applications Using Struts 2

S T R U T S - S H O C K : S T R U T S 2 V E R S I O N S I N U S E , M A R C H 2 01 7

Struts 2 Version

According to our analysis, 68% of Java applications
using the Struts 2 library were using a version vulnerable
to Struts-Shock in the weeks following the initial attacks.
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Just months before the Struts 2 zero-day attacks made waves, a ransomware attack against the San Francisco
Municipal Transportation Agency (SF Muni) likely targeting a deserialization flaw came into the limelight. This
weakness was found in none other than Apache Commons Collections, a highly prolific component that is found
seemingly everywhere in the Java world. Our figures show that approximately 53.3% of Java applications rely
on Commons Collections versions (3.0 through 3.2.1 and 4.0) vulnerable to the deserialization flaw that left the
SF Muni open to attack. Comparing the distribution of Commons Collections use this year to last year, we see
more significant adoption of patched versions. And yet, a higher percentage of applications in 2017 were using
vulnerable Commons Collections versions than in 2016, when 49% of applications had a vulnerable version.

APACHE COMMONS COLLECTIONS VE RSIONS VULNE R ABLE TO DESE RIALIZATION FL AW

The silver lining to these notorious
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attacks is that they’re driving
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practice of composition analysis and
the security of the software supply
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CA SE S T UDY:

1.8%

2.7% 2.3% 2.9%
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are evaluating the benefits of
composition analysis as we speak.

SECURING COMPONENTS

Corporate governance and oversight has historically proven to be
the best means to minimize open source risk. Bringing a greater
degree of discipline to tracking, managing, and updating open
source components can make a huge difference in an organization’s
overall application security risk posture.
This year we observed one of our global bank customers step
up their efforts on this front to noticeable effect. The customer
heavily invested in program management hours around component
management and began generating regular reports to monitor open
source components being deployed in hundreds of its applications.
Over a six-month period, the firm successfully minimized open
source exposure by reducing the number of applications with
high-severity vulnerabilities in components by 13%.
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Identity Management
The mantra of “identity as the new perimeter” grows more relevant by the day, with the network
perimeter irrevocably dissolved and applications growing more connected than ever. CISOs
increasingly look toward identity-centric security as a top concern right alongside application
security. Security teams are investing in centralized identity and access management (IAM) to
tie together the threads of access control across hybrid cloud environments, and to feed into
more advanced security monitoring like user and entity behavior analytics (UEBA). But these
risk management tools won’t be effective if the applications themselves have glaring flaws that
put the assurance of access control in question. These worthwhile IAM initiatives could suffer
from a very vulnerable AppSec Achilles heel.
The unfortunate fact of the matter is that, as IAM has grown in prominence among security
leaders, so, too, has the prevalence of flaws that put identity controls at risk, particularly
credentials management. Also keep in mind that this is data based on automated scanning.
There are a limited number of authentication and authorization problems that can be found
reliably via automation, so this represents just a subset of the potential risk in these areas.

I D E N T IT Y A N D ACC E S S M A N AG E M E N T V U L N E R A B I L IT I E S
I N A P P L I C AT I O N S
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Application Risk By Industry
Comparing Industry Performance
This year we carved up industry breakdowns slightly differently, with the changes most notable in
two categories, infrastructure and government. Infrastructure is a new category grouping that we
created based on organizations in energy, transportation, and utilities. Given the increased focus by
the security community on improving the posture of assets in the critical infrastructure technology
stack, we felt it was important to start tracking the state of software security in this grouping.
Meanwhile, we massaged the government category to include federal, state, and local governments,
as well as education organizations, under a single umbrella. As with the overall OWASP pass rate,
industry pass rates upon initial scan are down considerably across the board in 2017.

I N D U S T RY CO M PA R I S O N — OWA S P PA S S R AT E S 2 01 7 VS . 2 01 6

Most industry groups underperformed compared to the overall OWASP pass rate benchmark
this year, although the newly organized infrastructure category, manufacturing, and healthcare
came within a couple of percentage points of the benchmark. Those looking for silver linings
will also note that the lowest performing industries in last year’s SOSS study, government and
healthcare, experienced the smallest declines in pass rates year-over-year. That lining may be
the merest of slivers for government, when you start looking at incidence of some of the major
vulnerability categories on first scan.
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I N D U S T RY CO M PA R I S O N — M A J O R V U L N E R A B I L IT Y C AT E G O R I E S
Percentage of Applications Affected

The numbers for vulnerability prevalence on first scan show that government was in worst place in nearly every
category. The only exception was cryptographic issues, for which healthcare showed up in last place. On the other
hand, the technology sector showed amazing performance for these major vulnerability types. This chart offers a
glimpse primarily of vulnerabilities that are still in the development process, so there is a ray of hope here given how
much less prevalent these vulnerabilities are than in the overall data set, which includes production applications.
When we add latest scan pass rates into the mix, we do see a modest increase in applications passing policy.
Interestingly, while infrastructure performed best on first scan and was in the middle of the road with latest scan
numbers, its pass rate numbers remained essentially flat from first to latest scan. This could potentially indicate
problems in infrastructure organizations’ ability to remediate found vulnerabilities, which mirrors industry hearsay
about the challenges around improving the posture of legacy software like SCADA systems. As this was our first year
analyzing infrastructure industry data, we’ll be sure to monitor this critical area in future reports to pick up on trends.

I N D U S T RY CO M PA R I S O N — F I R S T A N D L A S T S C A N
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This year we also took a peek at how many applications within an industry
were undergoing their first policy scan as compared to the rest of the portfolio
under current testing. A higher percentage of new applications undergoing
their first policy scan tends to suggest that those organizations are getting
started in the application security maturity process.

I N D U S T RY CO M PA R I S O N - N E W A P P L I C AT I O N S U N D E R T E S T I N G

Similarly, a lower number of applications getting their first scan could indicate that customers
in this grouping have already covered a lot of their portfolio and are further along on the
maturity curve. However, it could also indicate that the industry is struggling to remediate the
applications it already has under testing and doesn’t want to add any further tests until it can
prioritize fixes in its existing portfolio.
For example, though it is historically one of the most mature sectors in application security,
financial services is pretty low on the list. But it is not the absolute lowest when it comes to
on-boarding applications — government is. Given government’s annual worst place position in
OWASP pass rates in our SOSS reports, it is probably understandable why these organizations
are hesitant to expand their portfolio under test.
Meanwhile, healthcare and retail/hospitality on-boarded the most applications relative to the
size of their portfolios. This could go a long way toward explaining their good performance
in remediation from first scan to latest scan. With so many new applications added, these
industries likely were able to take care of a lot of low-hanging fruit, namely easy-to-fix flaws that
were newly found. Next up, we’ll take a deeper dive at some key statistics in each of the major
industry categories.
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Industry Sectors at a Glance
We used several key metrics to benchmark industry performance, including
OWASP pass rate, improvement between first and latest scan, and percentage
of new applications under test during the examination period. In addition to
comparing industries with each other, it’s also useful to look at the performance
of industries against the overall average of organizations of any industry.
Here we provide a snapshot of each of the seven major industries we studied.
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Government
at a Glance
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Healthcare
at a Glance
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Infrastructure
at a Glance
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Manufacturing
at a Glance
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Retail & Hospitality
at a Glance
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Tech
at a Glance
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Lessons Learned
This year’s SOSS report offers a lot of food for thought on where we need to go to continue moving the needle
on application security. Some bright spots from the report show that those organizations that do testing and
remediation are prioritizing the worst vulnerabilities, reducing flaw density on very high and high severity flaws
at twice the clip of the overall field of vulnerabilities. Nevertheless, only 14% of the most severe flaws are fixed in
under a month, and nearly 12% of applications have at least one high or very high severity flaw. If organizations are
going to drive down the risk of security bugs in the software we all depend upon, they’re going to need to fight
to bring at least the very worst bugs under better control, and with haste. Yet there are some best practices we’re
able to identify through our examination of the data.

Here are some of the key findings you should take
with you in order to make progress in the coming year.

Y OU C A N ’ T IMP R O V E S E C UR I T Y W I T HOU T T E S T ING
When developers don’t use security testing to spot-check their work, they’re introducing
flaws into their code at an alarming rate. Time and again, we find that about two-thirds
of previously untested applications fail to meet security standards the first time they’re
scanned for vulnerabilities. The obvious takeaway here is that if you’re going to start
making a dent in vulnerabilities, you need to start by finding them. Seems obvious, but
many organizations are just starting out with application security testing or aren’t testing
applications at all.

S T IC K W I T H T HE P R OGR A M
Obviously, testing software is just the first step toward eliminating vulnerabilities. You
need to actually do something about these flaws once they’re uncovered. This means
developing a systematic application security program, with standardized procedures for
prioritizing and remediating vulnerabilities according to risk. But don’t expect big-bang
improvement from these programs — progress is slow and steady. The lesson from this
year’s data is that you have to stick it out. The longer a program is in place, the more
cumulative progress you will make on metrics like OWASP pass rates.
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T E S T E A R LY A ND OF T E N
One-and-done testing may tick off the box for compliance purposes, but if you want to make
true headway into fixing problems, it’s going to take more effort than that. Our statistics in this
year’s SOSS report show that the more frequently organizations test their applications, the
better they are at fixing flaws. This goes hand-in-hand with DevOps practices, which support
the security ideal of shifting remediation earlier in the development process by making
incremental improvements through smaller, faster builds. Equipping developers with testing
technologies accessible within their environments will help you shift DevOps to DevSecOps.

GI V E DE V E L OP E R S T HE R E S OUR C E S T HE Y NE E D
As DevOps practices continue to take hold in IT shops today, security teams are increasingly
filling the role of expert consultants and partners rather than testers and compliance
babysitters. This means developers are shouldering more responsibilities both during security
testing and remediation. Security pros should be doing all they can to help developers
understand test results and strategize remediation efforts. Our data shows that supporting
developers with resources such as eLearning and remediation coaching can have a
tremendous impact on the efficacy of developer teams in fixing security bugs.

F I X W H AT Y OU C A N , S TA R T ING W I T H W H AT M AT T E R S MO S T
For the first time, this year’s SOSS report looked at time-to-close vulnerabilities, including
by severity. What we found was instructive — and largely positive. Our data indicates that
organizations are prioritizing the most severe vulnerabilities for remediation, fixing high and
very high severity vulnerabilities at twice the overall fix rate. Still, there is much room for
improvement in fixing “what really matters.” Only a small number of very high severity flaws
are closed within 30 days, and the bulk of high and very high severity flaws take more than
90 days, giving attackers ample time to discover them. Although it would be a mistake to
think that just because vulnerabilities are rated at a medium or low severity, you should let
them slide, the approach of fixing the most serious vulnerabilities first is a wise one.

R E DUC E R IS K F R OM V UL NE R A BL E C OMP ONE N T S
As the Struts-Shock attacks from early 2017 demonstrated, vulnerabilities in open source
components are highly likely to be exploited. That’s because attackers know that a single
vulnerability can be found in a wide range of applications, and organizations frequently aren’t
aware that they are vulnerable. Open source and third-party components aren’t necessarily
less secure than code you develop in-house, but keeping an up-to-date inventory of what
versions of a component you are using, and where, can be tricky. Our data shows that
organizations are frequently failing in this area — 88% of Java applications have at least one
component-based vulnerability. Using software composition analysis at the same time as you
conduct static application scanning greatly reduces your risk by identifying components with
a known vulnerability.
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Appendix
Methodology
About the dataset
Beginning with this volume of State of Software Security, Veracode shifts methodology to using a 12 month
sample window. The data represents 397,140 application assessments submitted for analysis during the 12 month
period from April 1, 2016, through March 31, 2017, except for the time-to-close flaws data, which covers the period
of January 1, 2016, to December 31, 2016. The data represents large and small companies, commercial software
suppliers, open source projects, and software outsourcers. In most analyses, an application was counted only
once, even if it was submitted multiple times as vulnerabilities were remediated and new versions uploaded.
The report contains findings about applications that were subjected to static analysis, dynamic analysis, software
composition analysis, and/or manual penetration testing through Veracode’s cloud-based platform. The report
considers data that was provided by Veracode’s customers (application portfolio information, such as assurance
level, industry, and application origin) and information that was calculated or derived in the course of Veracode’s
analysis (application size, application compiler and platform, types of vulnerabilities, and Veracode Level —
predefined security policies that are based on the NIST definitions of assurance levels).
Industry verticals
This report condenses information about applications coming from 38 different industry classifications into seven
industry verticals, plus a bucket for “other.” The component industry classifications come from Data.com via
Salesforce.com, but Veracode has created the industry verticals below to simplify the analysis. This year’s State of
Software Security report adds a new industry vertical grouping for infrastructure, based on increased sample size
in these industries (previously included in “other”) and due to increased attention to security in the component
industries. In this year’s report, education organizations were added to the government industry vertical. A
mapping of the component industries to industry verticals is provided below.

I N D U S T RY V E R T I C A L S Component industries as defined in Data.com
Financial services

Manufacturing

Retail & Hospitality

Banking, Finance, Insurance

Manufacturing, Aerospace

Retail, Hospitality

Government

Other

Technology

Government, Education

Biotechnology, Entertainment, Not for Profit,

Technology,

Apparel, Communications, Engineering, Media,

Telecommunications,

Media & Entertainment, Food & Beverage,

Electronics, Software,

Machinery, Construction, Chemicals, Shipping,

Security Products and

Business Services, Automotive & Transport,

Services, Consulting,

Beverages, Recreation, Real Estate,

Computer Hardware

Healthcare
Healthcare, Pharmaceuticals
Infrastructure
Energy, Transportation, Utilities

Membership Organizations, Environmental,
Consumer Services, Not Specified, Other
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Contact Us

V E R ACO DE C A N H E L P S E CU RE
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A B O U T V E R ACO D E

Veracode, CA Technologies’ application security business, is a leader in helping organizations secure the software that powers their world.
Veracode’s SaaS platform and integrated solutions help security teams and software developers find and fix security-related defects at all
points in the software development lifecycle, before they can be exploited by hackers. Our complete set of offerings help customers reduce the
risk of data breaches, increase the speed of secure software delivery, meet compliance requirements, and cost effectively secure their software
assets – whether that’s software they make, buy or sell. Veracode serves over a thousand customers across a wide range of industries, including
nearly one-third of the Fortune 100, three of the top four U.S. commercial banks and more than 20 of the Forbes 100 Most Valuable Brands.
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